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LETTER TO ANN McCULLOCH

‘This may well be rym doggerel’, dear Ann
But the best I can manage in liquor so late
At night.
You asked me where I’d begin in your place. I can
Not answer that. But as a general case I might.

Drop the proviso, ‘Supposing That I were you’;
I find it impossible to think myself in your place
But in general almost any writer would do:
The problem is much the same in every case.
Where to begin? — No matter where you start,
You will find three persons in one at least,
All real,
All with different roots; How can you tell them
Apart
Each entwined as they are with the others
With whom you must deal?

So it doesn’t much matter where you decide 
To begin;
You cannot trace ends without encountering 
Them all.
So the only advice I can give you is just
Dig in
Where you come on a light or a lead however
Small

And resist, if you can, the biographer’s
natural urge
To tidy the subject up and deliver him neat.
Remember loose ends hang loose, won’t mix
Or merge
But without them the portrait must always be incomplete.
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And Negative Capability, don’t forget that,
The thing that marks off a poet from other men!
If you forget what I wrote, wearing my other hat,
I suggest you read ‘The Three Faces of Love’ again.
But more important, and perhaps hardest of all,
What most biographers tend to ignore or dismiss
Are the random decisions, the cross-road choices
I call
My Otherwise Mountain. Its shape and importance is this:

We are shaped by our choices, even those that
We did not make
Or which were made for us, sometimes against
Our will.
Where pathways diverge, the ones that we did
Not take
Mostly forgotten, serve to determine us still.
So the Otherwise Mountain is a tremendous pile
Built of the choices whose ends are still unseen,
Peopled with ghostly shades, mile upon mile,
Ghosts of the countless persons we might
have been.
Would they have been more fortunate or less?
Looking back I can see pitfalls side-stepped,
Chances lost.
But mostly they keep their secrets. I cannot
Guess
Had I dared more or cared less to count the cost.

These are the things a biographer cannot
Know
Yet must somehow try to envisage and calculate.
Like those shadowy possible selves drifting
To and fro,
All they can do is ponder the problem and wait.
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They wait for a moment when at last we shall
Meet
The only moment that gives me no choice at all,
The moment that makes me whole, all my
Acts complete
When I see the Otherwise Mountain crumble
And fall
And merge the things that I did with those
Undone
Since I am the product of everything that I
Rejected or chose to do in the long run
And I shall not reach it until I come 
To die.

That is all I can do. It is you must record
And create.
From now on it is you must decide what you
Think about me.
I cannot contribute opinions or join in
Debate
But to check matters of fact of course I am free.
Good Luck to you!
Your amorphous

Biographee!

A. D. Hope
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